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Radicals organized by disk shaped
aromatics – polymorphism and co-crystals that
tune inter-electron exchange†
Handan Akpinar,a Joel T. Mague,b Miguel A. Novak,cd Jonathan R. Friedmane and Paul M. Lahti*a

DOI: 10.1039/c1ce06096a
Polymorphism’s effect on intermolecular packing is a critical consideration for organic
magnetic materials. Magnetostructural studies of pyrene-1-yl (Pyr) bearing nitronylnitroxide
(NN) and iminoylnitroxide (IN) radicals found that PyrNN gives two allotropes: one has spin-
paired dyads with DE¼ J/kz–178 K, and one is half spin-paired with DE¼ J/kz�102 K, and
half paramagnetic. PyrIN also gives two allotropes, one an anti conformation that is spin paired
with DE ¼ J/k ¼ �410 K, and one a paramagnetic system having a syn conformation. PyrNN
co-crystallizes with C6F6 in 2 : 1 ratio with amethyl to nitroxide contact network exhibiting low
dimensional 1-D or 2-D antiferromagnetic exchange.
Introduction

The magnetism of purely organic, crys-

talline molecular materials has proven to

be a subtle and complex area of materials

science. Structure-property relationships
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frequently are not predictive2 of observed

magnetic behaviour. Exchange interac-

tions between unpaired spins as a func-

tion of fairly small changes in crystal

packing provide many challenges for

solid-state physical organic chemistry.
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ata plots with fitting equations and statistics,
odel computations of inter-radical exchange
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For this reason, polymorphism is always

of potential concern when studying

organic magnetic materials, but also

provides an opportunity to modulate

magnetic behaviour

In this article, we exemplify the possi-

bilities of polymorphous behaviour by

comparative magnetostructural investiga-

tionsof 2-(10-pyrenyl)-4,4,5,5-tetramethyl-

4,5-dihydro-1H-imidazole-3-oxide-1-oxyl

(PyrNN) and 2-(10-pyrenyl)-4,4,5,5-tet-
ramethyl-4,5-dihydro-1H-imidazole-1-oxyl

(PyrIN). As part of our long-standing

interest in the assembly of organic radicals,

we tested their solid-state assembly and

resultant magnetic behaviours under

different crystallization conditions. The

crystallography of these compounds is in

great part determined by packing of their

large, disk-shaped, rigid aromatic groups,

since they have no substituent functionality

that promotes directional assembly (e.g.,

hydrogen bonding). Rigid, flat, disk-like

aromatic groups tend to p-stack or form

T-contacts in manners common to many
Jonathan R: Friedman
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benzenoid aromatic molecules.3 However,

such aryl-aryl interactions will not directly

affect magnetic effects that will be domi-

nated by close contact approaches between

the small, localized radical units in PyrNN

andPyrIN.Alterationof the intermolecular

contact geometries between radical units

was attempted by changing crystallization

conditions, including addition of hexa-

fluorobenzene (C6F6), which is known to

co-crystallize with some hydrocarbon

aromatics to give4 alternating hydrocarbon

and fluorocarbon aromatics (–H–F–H–F–)

within a p -stack.
Polymorphic phase formation was

found for both PyrNN and PyrIN, with

corresponding differences in the magnetic
dman is Associate
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2010. His research
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This journ
behaviours of the phases. Also, PyrNN

forms completely different intermolecular

contacts and magnetic exchange interac-

tions, depending on whether it is crystal-

lized alone, or as a co-crystal with

hexafluorobenzene.
Experimental methods

PyrNN and PyrIN were made‡ using

typical literature synthetic procedures,5

from pyrene-1-carboxaldehyde. Details

are given in supporting material. Crys-

tallization from acetonitrile gave PyrNN

as small, very deep blue, shiny prisms with

well-formed faces. From dichloro-

methane/acetonitrile it gave long, broad,

thin plates or prisms that looked blue to

blue-brown, depending on lighting and

crystal thickness. PyrIN formed variably

shaped crystals, depending on recrystal-

lization conditions. Crystallization from

ethyl acetate plus hexane yielded both

large red-orange blocks (up to 10 mm

largest dimension) and blades– single–

crystal X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis

showed that both had the same space

group and lattice parameters. But, slow

evaporation under nitrogen of chloro-

form solutions of the original (block/

blade) crystals layered below methyl-

cyclohexane yielded clusters of deep red

needles that look very different. Both
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‡ PyrIN: Mp ¼ 190–191 �C; EPR (toluene,
9.647 GHz): aN ¼ 7.18 gauss (2 N); MS
(FAB) found m/z ¼ 341.2, calculated for
C23H21N2O1 m/z ¼ 341.2. PyrNN:
Mp ¼ 150–151 �C; EPR (toluene, 9.647
GHz), aN ¼ 8.85, 4.00 gauss; MS (FAB)
found m/z ¼ 357.2, calculated for
C23H21N2O2 m/z ¼ 357.2. (PyrNN)2$C6F6;
Mp ¼ 193–195 �C.

al is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Table 1 Crystallographic parameters for materials studied

a-PyrNN b-PyrNN a-PyrIN b-PyrIN (PyrNN)2$C6F6

T/K 100 100 100 293 100
Formula C23H21N2O2 C23H21N2O2 C23H21N2O C23H21N2O C26H21N2O2$0.5(C6F6)
Formula weight 357.4 357.4 343.0 343.0 450.45
Crystal system Monoclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic
Space group P21/n P21/n P21/n P21 P21/n
a/�A 14.428(2) 9.856(2) 10.322(5) 7.6366(7) 15.380(2)
b/�A 7.4972(12) 7.2899(17) 7.181(3) 15.5557(14) 7.4688(11)
c/�A 33.289(5) 25.019(6) 24.037(11) 15.0141(14) 18.268(3)
a (�) 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0
b (�) 91.483(2) 94.210(3) 98.018(6) 90.395(1) 97.9670(13)
g (�) 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0
V/�A3 3556.4(9) 1792.7(7) 1764.3(14) 1783.5(3) 2075.6(5)
Formula Z 8 4 4 4 4
Dc/Mg m�3 1.34 1.32 1.285 1.27 1.44
m/mm�1 0.086 0.085 0.080 0.078 0.110
F(000) 1512 756 724 724 936
R1 (N > 2s) 0.0723 (3478) 0.0417 (4115) 0.0399 (3197) 0.0989 (6382) 0.0439 (4547)
wR2 (all) 0.1407 (7335) 0.1171 (4652) 0.1143 (4021) 0.2891 (8133) 0.1204 (5299)
GOF (S) 0.96 1.04 1.03 1.05 1.03
Drmax, Drmin (e-�A

�3) 0.23, �0.27 0.40, �0.27 0.25, �0.19 0.54, �0.41 0.44, �0.29
CCDC Deposition No. 840779 840780 840782 840778 840781
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PyrNN and PyrIN were also subjected to

simple, evaporative crystallization from

C6F6; PyrIN did not give diffraction

quality crystals, but PyrNN did yield a co-

crystalline material. Crystallographic and

structure refinement parameters for these

are given in Table 1. Specific procedures

for crystallographic studies, pictures of

example crystals, and electronic files of

crystal packing are given in ESI.†

Magnetic measurements were obtained

using Quantum Design MPMS-7

(UMass) or PPMS-9 (Amherst) magne-

tometers. Crushed polycrystalline

samples were placed in a gelatin capsule

and held in place with a wad of cotton.

The capsule was placed in a plastic straw

and then put into the magnetometer

sample rod for insertion. The magnetic

behaviour was measured over 1.8–300 K

at fixed external fields as described below;

magnetization versus field data were ob-

tained at 1.8 K. Throughout this paper,

for fittings of susceptibility data vs.

temperature, exchange constants will be

given using the spin Hamiltonian H ¼
�JS1$S2, (J/k< 0 for antiferromagnetic¼
AFM exchange) unless otherwise stated.
Fig. 1 ORTEP structure overlay of two distinguishable molecules in a-PyrNN at 100 K. Thermal

ellipsoids are shown at 50% probability.
Results and discussion

The crystal structure of PyrNN has been

reported as a private communication to

the Cambridge Structural Databank

(CSD).6 PyrNN was also mentioned as

a synthetic intermediate7 in a study of

PyrIN by Zhang, Zhu, and coworkers,
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry
where PyrIN was tested as a possible

‘‘AND’’ logic gate molecule, based upon

changes to its fluorescence behaviour.

Zhang, Zhu, and coworkers later studied

PyrIN as a component in solid-state field

effect transistor (FET) devices.8 A crystal

structure for PyrIN was reported in the

latterwork, aswell as a linearCurie–Weiss

plot of 1/c vs.Twith a slope that indicated

essentially pure S ¼ ½ spin carriers. The

data yielded aWeiss constant of q¼�0.78

K, indicating weak antiferromagnetic

(AFM) exchange interactions.

PyrNN polymorphs and magnetic

behaviour

The first crystal structure we obtained

for PyrNN was essentially the same as

that given by Mann et al.6 in their
2011
private communication. Hereafter, this

will be described as a-PyrNN. There are

two crystallographically distinct mole-

cules differing in the amount of torsion

about the bond linking the NN unit to

the pyrene ring. Fig. 1 shows ORTEP

representations of the distinct molecules,

while Fig. 2 shows the crystal packing in

the structure, labeling the distinct

molecules as Forms 1 and 2. Both have

N–O to nitronylnitroxide methyl group

close contacts; because the methyl

groups have small spin densities, these

could affect exchange. Form 2 has

numerous N–O to pyrene HC contacts

that assist molecular assembly, but

these should not affect exchange due to

the lack of spin density on the pyrene

unit.
CrystEngComm
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Scheme 1 Intermolecular contacts between radical sites in a-PyrNN.x
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Viewed down the crystallographic

b-axis (Fig. 2), the two forms segregate

into alternating, sheet-like regions that

parallel the ab-plane. Form 1 stacks along

the b-axis; the stacks are related by the

two-fold screw axes along the a-axis. The

pyrene rings are slip-stacked, but canted

strongly so they have no p-orbital over-

lap, despite a pyrene-pyrene plane-to-

plane distance of only 2.89�A. The Form 1

stacks also form contacts along the b-axis

from nitronylnitroxide methyl groups to

neighbouring chain pyrene p-clouds at

a distance of r[C6/C210] ¼ 3.365(4) �A.

Form 2 molecules also form strongly

canted slip-stacks along the b-axis (pyr-

ene-to-pyrene plane-to-plane distance of

2.64 �A). The Form 2 stacks form inter-

chain herringbone T-contacts of pyrene

C–H bonds into the pyrene p-clouds of

neighbouring Form 2 chains. They also

form contacts between radical N–O

groups on one stack to neighbouring

pyrene C–H groups on another, with the

other N–O group forming contacts to

neighbouring radical methyl C–H groups

on the other side. Finally, Form 1 and 2

stacks associate with one another through

contacts between Form 1 N–O groups to

Form 2 methyl groups, a N1–O1/
H–C29(methyl) contact. Fig. 2 and

Scheme 1 describe some of these contacts,

and Table 2 gives some of the molecular

and intermolecular parameters; addi-

tional information is given in the ESI.

Most notably from a spin assembly

point of view, Form 1 has dyad pairwise

contacts between nitronylnitroxide N–O
Fig. 2 Solid-state packing for a-PyrNN, showing re

Forms (1) and (2); N–O/O–N and N–O/H–N cl

CrystEngComm
groups related by inversion symmetry

(Scheme 1); r[O2/N20] ¼ 3.291(4) �A and

r[O2/O20] ¼ 3.348(3) �A in the structure

at 100 K. The structure fromMann et al.6

at 295 K has r[O2/O20] ¼ 3.445 �A. This

contact gives good N–O/O–N SOMO–

SOMO overlap, which should induce

antiferromagnetic exchange. There are no

analogously short contacts between N–O

spin units in the Form 2 molecules,

although the N1–O1 units of Form 1 have

fairly close contacts with O3–N in form 2;

r[O1/O30]¼ 3.89�A in Scheme 1. But, the

‘‘edge on’’ geometry of the O1/O30

contact does not allow good SOMO–

SOMO overlap, so it is expected not to

give a strong exchange interaction. While

the N–O to methyl group contacts can

contribute to exchange interactions

between spin units, these will be much

smaller2e than the exchange that is due to

the direct N–O/O–N spin orbital over-

lap, so it can be ignored as a major source

of exchange here.

Fig. 3 shows magnetic susceptibility

versus temperature data measured for

a-PyrNN at 1000 Oe as a Curie–Weiss

plot of 1/c versus T, and as a cT vs. T plot.
gions of crystallographically distinct molecules,

ose contacts are indicated.

This journ
The Curie–Weiss plot shows a change in

slope in the 30–50K temperature range. A

linear fit to the data above 150 K gives

aCurie constant ofC¼ 0.395� 0.012 emu

K/Oe mol�1, consistent with the value for

S¼½ radical units; the abscissa intercept

yields aWeiss constant of q¼�18.7� 7.9

K, indicating fairly strong AFM interac-

tions. The uncertainties here and subse-

quently are 95% confidence limits. The 1/c

versusTdata below30KyieldC¼ 0.203�
0.003 emuK/Oemol�1 and q¼�0.6� 0.2

K. These results show spin pairing of half

of the S ¼ ½ spin carriers at low temper-

ature with a lack of significant interspin

exchange in the remaining spins.

The crystallography of a-PyrNN is ex-

pected to yield spin pairing of the Form 1

molecules across the O2/O20 contact,

with limited if any exchange among the

Form 2 molecules due to lack of contacts

with good inter-radical SOMO–SOMO

overlap. A modified Bleaney–Bowers

equation9 including a paramagnetic

contribution was used to fit the cT vs. T

data (eqn (1))

cT ¼ PC$ 2

3þ expð � JST=kTÞR$ð1� FÞ

þ ðFÞ$0:375$ T

T � q
;

C ¼ Ng2b2

k
¼ 0:375g2

(1)

where the spin pairing energy from singlet

to triplet is DE(S–T) ¼ �JST/k, the frac-

tion of paramagnetic molecules (Form 2)

is F, and a generalized mean field correc-

tion q can be included for the para-

magnetic component. If g ¼ 2.007 is fixed

from EPR solution measurements of

PyrNN, and no mean field term is used,

and F is fitted, J/k ¼ �88 � 3 K and

F ¼ 0.485 � 0.006. If the mean field term

is included, and the g-value is fitted, with

F ¼ 0.5 fixed, a better fit is found with

g ¼ 2.085 � 0.008, J/k ¼ �102 � 2 K and

q ¼ �0.17 � 0.02 K; this fit is shown in
al is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Table 2 Inter-ring dihedral and selected intermolecular contact parameters for a-PyrNN, b-PyrNN, a-PyrIN, b-PyrIN, (PyrNN)2$C6F6
a

Torsiona Antiparallelb NO/ON Antiparallelb NO/N NO/C

a-PyrNN �47.16� :C9–C8–C1–N2 [f1] 3.348 �A (O2[f1]/O20[f1]) 3.291 �A (O2/N20) 3.955 �A (O1[f1]/C280[f2])c

�49.96� :C32–C31–C24–N3 [f2] 3.886 �A (O1[f1]/O30[f2]) 3.568 �A (O1[f1]/C290[f2])c

3.509 �A (O2[f1]/C50[f1])cd

3.302 �A (O3[f2]/C300 0[f2])c

3.302 �A (O4[f2]/C270[f2])c

b-PyrNN �46.44� :C9–C8–C1–N2 3.367 �A (O2/O20, 293 K) 3.333 �A (O2/N20, 293 K) 3.371 �A (O1/C50, 100 K)cd

3.291 �A (O2/O20, 100 K) 3.237 �A (O2/N20, 100 K) 3.592 �A (O1/C60, 100 K)cd

4.241 �A (O2/O20, 100 K)
a-PyrIN +43.55� :C9–C8–C7–N1 3.302 �A (O1/O10, 293 K)e 3.254 �A (O1/N10, 293 K)e 3.449 �A (O3/C50, 100 K)c

3.157 �A (O1/O10, 100 K) 3.068 �A (O1/N10, 100 K) 3.975 �A (O3/C30, 100 K)c

b-PyrIN [293 K] +56.12� :C9–C8–C1–N1 [f1] none none (1–2 N–O/C(aryl) contacts for
each PyrIN of the lattice, all <4 �A)+52.68� :C32–C31–C24–N4 [f2]

(PyrNN)2$C6F6 �47.22� C9–C8–C1–N2 none none 3.315 �A (O2/C40, 100 K)c

3.267 �A (O1/C60, 100 K)c

3.525 �A (O2/C70, 100 K)c

f1 ¼ form 1, f2 ¼ form 2. Most values at 100 K, room temperature values in italics.a All torsions relative to the anti-PyrIN conformer as 0�. Positive
torsions given anticlockwise looking down the interannular bond with pyrene in back, and the radical in front, relative to the C–N bond that is anti
to the centroid of the pyrene; negative torsions have a clockwise twist using the same definition. b Closest intermolecular contacts between radical N–

O groups, up to 5 �A. c Closest intermolecular N–O/C(methyl) contacts. d Involves NO/C contact associated with a close contact NO/ON dyad.
e From ref. 8.

Fig. 3 Magnetic measurements for a-PyrNN

in dc external field of 1000 Oe. Upper chart

shows 1/c vs. T plot from 1.8–150 K (inset

shows full temperature range of 1.8–300 K);

solid line shows linear fit to data above 150 K,

dashed line shows fit to data below 30K. Lower

chart shows cT vs. T data from 1.8–300 K;

solid line shows fit to the half-dimer model

described in the text, with fixed 50% of spins

paired and a fitted mean field term q.

Fig. 4 ORTEP diagram for b-PyrNN at 100 K. Thermal ellipsoids are shown at 50% probability.
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Fig. 3. The small downturn in the cT vs. T

data below 10 K (fitted by the mean field

term) may be due to small AFM
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry
interactions between Form 2 molecules.

Because the Form 1 molecules are

strongly spin paired at 1.8 K, they make

no contribution to low temperature satu-

ration magnetization, which is about half

the value of 5585 emu/mol expected for

a mole of S ¼ ½ spin units (see ESI).

Overall, the magnetic behaviour of a-

PyrNN is consistent with expectations

based on its crystallography.

As described above, a new polymorph

of PyrNN was found in this study, here-

after called b-PyrNN. Fig. 4 shows an

ORTEP diagram, and Fig. 5 shows its

solid-state packing. The new polymorph

is crystallographically more orderly than

the a-allotrope, with only one form of the

molecule. All nitronylnitroxide groups

form close-contact N2–O2/O20–N2

dyads conducive to good SOMO–SOMO

overlap, similar to those of Form 1 in
2011
a-PyrNN. The O2/O20 distance is

almost 0.08�A longer at room temperature

than at 100 K. There are also longer,

secondary N–O/O–N contacts associ-

ated with the close-contact dyads, at an

O2/O200 distance of 4.24�A; in effect, this

gives an alternating chain of N2–O2/
O2–N2 contacts as shown in Scheme 2.

The N1–O1 group does not form close

contacts with methyl groups, unlike the

analogous situation in a-PyrNN,

(compare Fig. 2 and 5). Instead, it forms

herringbone T-contacts (C–H to p inter-

actions) with pyrene units. These are not

magnetically relevant due to the lack of

spin density on the pyrene units, so they

are only shown in Fig. 5.

Table 2 compares molecular inter-ring

torsion angles found in the various solid

phases, as well as selected intermolecular

contact parameters involving radical sites
CrystEngComm
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Fig. 5 Solid-state packing for b-PyrNN. N–O/O–N and N–O/H–C(aryl) close contacts are

indicated.

Scheme 2 Alternating intermolecular

contacts in b-PyrNN. Distance r is the closest

intra-dyad contact between radicals; distance r0

is the longer, inter-dyad inter-radical contact. x

Fig. 6 Magnetic measurements for b-PyrNN

in dc external field of 1000 Oe; cT vs. T data

from 1.8–300 K; solid line shows fit to the spin

pairing model of eqn (1), without mean field

term, but including a paramagnetic fraction F.

{ a-PyrIN has minor conformer disorder or
remnant PyrNN based on our O-atom
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with significant spin density. Overall,

b-PyrNN should favor fairly strong spin

pairing of all radical units, rather than

only half as in a-PyrNN.

Fig. 6 shows the cT vs. T data for

b-PyrNN obtained at 1000 Oe. The data

do show the expected spin pairing

behaviour. The data were fitted to the eqn

(1) model, without inclusion of any mean

field terms, to yield g ¼ 2.061 � 0.004,

J/k¼�178� 2K and F¼ 0.0008� 0.002.

The very small paramagnetic impurity

term is consistent with magnetization

versus field measurements at 1.8 K, which

show virtually no magnetic moment; at

this temperature, all of the spins of

b-PyrNN are strongly paired. The larger
x A user-manipulatable Mercury21 (.mryx)
format file available for this scheme or figure
in ESI.

position occupancies in different models.
Also, see ref. 8 vis-�a-vis T. Yama, T.
Hidekuma and Y. Teki, Prepr. Symp. Ann.
Mtg. Jpn. Soc. Molec. Sci., 2011, abstract
2P037.

CrystEngComm
spin pairing energy for the b-form versus

the a-form presumably reflects a better

SOMO–SOMO overlap geometry, since

small offset differences in the antiparallel

arrangement between the N–O can

significantly influence exchange.

The spin-pairing exchange energies of

the Form 1 dyads of a-PyrNN and the

dyads of b-PyrNN were estimated

computationally using Gaussian10 using

the room temperature crystal structure

contacts for the nitronylnitroxide moie-

ties only (pyrene replaced by hydrogen).

Both UB3LYP11/6-31G* and UB97D/6-

31+G(d) computations were carried out;

the latter uses Grimme’s dispersion-cor-

rected12 functional. For both types of

calculation, the S¼ 0 state was modeled13

using a broken symmetry, unrestricted

wavefunction. The singlet to triplet

energy gap was corrected for effects of

spin contamination in the broken

symmetry S ¼ 0 result by Yamaguchi’s14

method.
This journ
For a-PyrNN, at the UB3LYP/6-31G*

level the computed DE(S–T) ¼ 23.5 K; at

the UB97D/6-31+G(d) level DE(S–T) ¼
63.7 K; here, DE(S–T) > 0 means a low

spin ground state. For b-PyrNN, at the

UB3LYP/6-31G* level the computed DE

(S–T) ¼ 76 K; at the UB97D/6-31+G(d)

level DE(S–T) ¼ 117 K. These results are

in reasonable accord with the experi-

mental results for magnetism, especially

given that the AFM exchange will likely

grow stronger as the crystal lattice

contracts at low temperatures.
PyrIN polymorphs and magnetic

behaviour

The crystal structure reported by Zhang

and Zhu for PyrIN shows5 close contacts

between iminoylnitroxide N–O spin units,

related by inversion symmetry and

roughly antiparallel in a manner analo-

gous to the situation in PyrNN. We ob-

tained a very similar structure.{ Fig. 7

shows an ORTEP representation of the

structure from the present study, and

Fig. 8 shows a packing diagram with the

close contacts between N–O groups. At

room temperature we found PyrIN to

have virtually the same intermolecular

packing distances found by Zhang and

Zhu. The PyrIN molecules form dyads

with close (N)O1/O10(N) contacts, with

r[O1/N10]¼ 3.254(2)�Awith r[O1/O(1)

a0] ¼ 3.302(2) �A. At 100 K the unit cell

volume is decreased by 2.2% relative to

that reported5 at room temperature.More

notably, at 100 K r[O1/N(1)0]¼ 3.068(2)
�A and r[O1/O10] ¼ 3.157(2) �A, strong

decreases compared to the room temper-

ature distances. The dyads are also asso-

ciated pairwise by methyl to pyrene

p-cloud contacts (Scheme 3) with r[C6/
C140] ¼ 3.478(3) �A, which again assist

molecular assembly, but do not involve

significant spin density sites and so are not

expected to provide intermolecular

exchange pathways.

Based on this structure, stronger AFM

spin pairing should occur in PyrIN than

in PyrNN, since the PyrIN geometry gives

almost perfectly aligned SOMO–SOMO
al is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Fig. 7 ORTEP diagram for a-PyrIN at 100K.

Thermal ellipsoids are shown at 50%

probability.

Fig. 9 ORTEP diagram for b-PyrIN molecules at room temperature; alternate, disordered posi-

tions not shown. Thermal ellipsoids are shown at 50% probability.
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overlap with N1–O1 groups antiparallel

at an even closer approach distance. Thus,

we were initially surprised to find isolated

spin, paramagnetic behaviour for samples

of PyrIN, similar to that reported5 by

Zhang and Zhu. The difference in phys-

ical appearance of samples from different

crystallizations of PyrIN led us to suspect

that the paramagnetic behaviour was

associated with an allotrope having

different packing. The allotrope whose

crystal structure was first reported5 by

Zhang and Zhu will be designated
Fig. 8 Solid-state packing diagram for a-PyrIN at

Scheme 3 Close intermolecu

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry
a-PyrIN in this article. By trying different

crystallization conditions, another allo-

trope was found, b-PyrIN, with

a different molecular conformer and quite

different crystal packing.

Whereas a-PyrIN forms dark red nee-

dles in clumps, b-PyrIN forms cube-like
100 K, showing the N–O/O–N close contacts.

lar contacts in a-PyrIN.x

2011
blocks up to 1 mm on an edge, often

simultaneously with large, red trans-

parent blades. There are two crystallo-

graphically independent molecules of

PyrIN (Fig. 9) in this phase, both of which

are subject to ‘‘whole-molecule’’ disorder.

This occurs by the pyrene portions occu-

pying highly overlapping and nearly

equally populated sites for each molecule,

with the pyrene unit in one component

‘‘flipped over’’ relative to that in the other

unit. The iminoylnitroxide unit positions

are also disordered but significantly

overlapped. Fig. 10 shows the lattice and

the disorder in the two independent

molecule sites. Both a-PyrIN and

b-PyrIN are monoclinic, but their other-

wise very different packing derives from

a simple conformational difference. All

b-form PyrIN molecules have a syn

conformation with the iminoylnitroxide

N–O group folded close to the pyrene

unit. In the a-form the N–O group points

away from pyrene, an anti-type confor-

mation. Despite all the intermolecular

contact variations in b-PyrIN in its

disordered sites, it has no N–O/O–N

contact closer than 7 �A. At distances

>4.5 �A, exchange between nitro-

nylnitroxide units becomes negligible, so,

the b-PyrIN allotrope should not exhibit

significant interspin exchange.

The magnetic behaviours of a-PyrIN

and b-PyrIN in a dc field of 1000 Oe are

compared in Fig. 11 as cT vs. T plots. The

b-form exhibits the behaviour expected

from its crystal structure: it is an S ¼ ½

Curie paramagnet with essentially no

intermolecular interactions. The a-form,

by contrast, does not even show a higher
CrystEngComm
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Fig. 10 Solid-state packing diagram for b-PyrIN (left, only one variant at a disordered site is

shown): ORTEP diagramsx with whole-molecule disorder (right). Thermal ellipsoids are shown at

50% probability.

Fig. 11 Magnetic cT vs. T data for a-PyrIN

(above) and b-PyrIN (below) in dc external

field of 1000 Oe, both for 1.8–300 K. The upper

chart, the solid line shows the fit to eqn (1) with

no mean field term and inclusion of para-

magnetic spin fraction F.
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temperature plateau. Instead, cT at room

temperature is already well below the ex-

pected value of 0.375 emu K/Oe mol�1,

and drops rapidly nearly to zero by 80 K.

This is consistent with the strong AFM

spin pairing exchange expected from the

close N–O contacts in the a-form. Fitting

of the data to eqn (1), with no mean field

term, assuming g ¼ 2.007, and allowing

the paramagnetic term F to vary, gives

a good fit for J/k ¼ �414 � 6 K with
CrystEngComm
F ¼ 0.7 � 0.4%. The small paramagnetic

component likely arises from a small

number of disordered, syn-conformer

molecules in the lattice dominated by

spin-paired anti-conformer molecules.

Computation of the expected singlet to

triplet splitting for a-PyrIN, using the

same methodology used for PyrNN at the

100K geometry for the close N–O contact

between iminoylnitroxide groups (with

the pyrene units replaced by hydrogen),

gives DE(S–T) ¼ �J/k ¼ 362 K, at the

UB3LYP/6-31G* level, and DE(S–T) ¼
545 K at the UB97D/6-31+G(d) level.

These computed results are in reasonable

accord with the strong spin pairing in a-

PyrIN. They are stronger than the PyrNN

exchange couplings, in part, because more

spin density is concentrated in the N–O

units of PyrIN.
Crystallization of PyrIN and PyrNN from

C6F6

Co-crystallization of PyrNN and PyrIN

from C6F6 was attempted in an effort to

‘‘tune’’ their intermolecular contacts and

exchange. Salmon-coloured needle-like

crystals were obtained using PyrIN, with

visible defects and void spaces. These

‘‘needles’’ did not diffract well, suggesting

that any co-crystal lattice collapsed with

loss of C6F6 upon standing. Dissolving

these needles in toluene gave blood red

solutions showing the EPR spectral

1 : 1 : 2 : 1 : 2 : 1 : 1 hyperfine septet

pattern typically seen for PyrIN. Nomi-

nally equimolar concentrations of

b-PyrIN compared to the ‘‘needles’’ of

PyrIN obtained from C6F6 showed

virtually identical spin counts. However,

the salmon-coloured material showed

only purely paramagnetic behaviour in
This journ
a cT vs. T plot at 1000 Oe, with a Curie

constant of C ¼ 0.086 emu K/Oe mol�1

(see ESI). This corresponds to only 23%

of the expected spins. Essentially the same

solid-state spin yield was seen in the

saturation magnetization of the sample at

1.8 K. Since the solution spin count shows

all of the expected radical spins to be

present in the defective crystals, but the

solidmagnetism shows only some of those

spins, the remaining 77% of the radicals

must be very strongly spin paired. Given

the tendency of PyrNN and a–PyrIN to

give spin pairing in the solid state, this

scenario is plausible. Without a crystal

structure, we do not know what geometry

yields such strong AFM spin pairing. One

can reasonably speculate that there must

be very close contact and strong spin

orbital overlap between large spin density

sites of the iminoylnitroxide unit in some

form of dyad arrangement.

By contrast to PyrIN, PyrNN from

C6F6 gave readily flaked, blue plates that

were visually different from the shiny,

deep blue prisms of pure PyrNN.

Increased sample weight relative to the

input PyrNN, showed both PyrNN and

C6F6 to be present. Crystallographic

analysis showed the solid to be

(PyrNN)2$C6F6, whose molecular units

are shown in Fig.12.

The 2 : 1 PyrNN : C6F6 stoichiometry

is induced by two molecules of PyrNN

‘‘sandwiching’’ a C6F6 to give arene : flu-

oroarene : arene p-stacked triads. This

follows the tendency4 of fluorinated

aromatics to form alternating p-stacks

with hydrocarbon aromatics. The

PyrNN$C6F6$PyrNN triads also form p–

H–C T-type herringbone interactions

with other triads, as shown in Fig. 13. But,

looking down the b-axis, (PyrNN)2$C6F6

packs into channels of high spin density

nitronylnitroxide units linked by N–O/
H–C(methyl) contacts, channels of pyr-

ene units linked by p–H–C contacts, and

channels of C6F6.These are viewed in

Fig. 14 looking down the channels.

The inter-radical contacts in

(PyrNN)2$C6F6 are greatly changed by

comparison to pure PyrNN. There are no

direct close contacts between sites with

large spin density. Instead of close contact

dyads between radicalN–Ogroups, chains

of N–O/H–C(methyl) hydrogen bond

type contacts form(Scheme4); r(C4/O20)
¼ 3.3155(17)�A. Chains are further related

to one another by two sets of similar but
al is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Fig. 12 ORTEP diagrams for symmetry distinct molecules in (PyrNN)2$C6F6 at 100 K. Thermal

ellipsoids are shown at 50% probability.

Fig. 13 A pair of PyrNN$C6F6$PyrNN

triads, showing arene : fluoroarene : arene

alternating p-stacking and p–cloud to H–C

contacts between triads.x

k A spin ladder22 is a tempting simplified
magnetic model for the co-crystal, given the
intermolecular contacts shown in Scheme 4.
But, statistical analysis from such a fit shows
over-parameterization, with high
co-dependence of rail and rung exchange
constants. So, no effort was made to use
other models with multiple exchange
constants. See the ESI for details.
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distinct N–O/H–C contacts, shown in

Fig. 14; rung A contacts r(C6/O10) ¼
3.2665(19) �A and rung B contacts r(C7/
O20) ¼ 3.5253(17) �A. Scheme 4 shows

a side view of how two rails are linked by

rung B contacts. The scheme also shows

views of interchain hydrogen bonds of

C6F6with both pyrene C–H bonds (F1/
C120, left view of scheme) and nitro-

nylnitroxide methyl groups (F2/C50,
right view of scheme). Combining the

views of Fig. 14 and Scheme 4, all of the

N–O/H–C contacts can be considered to

form corrugated 2-D sheets. Fig. 14 is

coloured to emphasize this.

PyrNN in the co-crystal can be

considered as being ‘‘shepherded’’ by the

C6F6 molecules into forming the contacts

shown in Fig. 13–14 and in Scheme 4.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry
The C6F6 induces a more extended

contact motif(chains, sheets) than occurs

in PyrNN alone (dyads). Hicks and

coworkers reported a comparable case, in

which 1,5-dimethyl-3-(2-pyridyl)-6-ox-

overdazyl, PYVD, is ‘‘shepherded’’ (our

terminology) by hydroquinone into

a well-organized, head-over-tail,

p-stacked array with fairly strong 1-D

AFM exchange interaction of J/k ¼
�83K. PYVD is not even persistent in the

solid state for extended periods without

hydroquinone co-crystallization.15 Also,

the exchange behaviour of galvinoxyl is

strongly influenced by added diamagnetic

hydrogalvinoxyl, which channels the

radical component into a FM coupled

packing arrangement that resists temper-

ature-induced phase changes much more

than pure galvinoxyl.16

The magnetic behaviour of the

(PyrNN)2$C6F6 co-crystal is shown in

Fig. 15 as a cT vs. T plot. AFM exchange

is still shown by the downturn in this plot,

but weaker than in pure PyrNN. The data

do not fit well to a spin pairing model,

consistent with the lack of close N–O

pairing. But, a Heisenberg 1-D AFM

chain17model (Scheme 5) gives a very

good fit with g ¼ 1.999 and J1D/k ¼
�1.716 � 0.003 K. A Heisenberg 2-D
2011
square planar AFM exchange model18

also gave a good fit, with g ¼ 2.0037 and

J2D/k ¼ �0.986 � 0.004 K. Details of the

fitting equations are given in ESI. It is not

straight forward to give preference to

either the 1-D or 2-D exchange models

from the crystallography in

(PyrNN)2$C6F6, since both are simplifi-

cations compared to the complex 2-D

network of N–O/H–C(methyl) contacts.

For example, the rail contacts in Scheme 4

seem appropriate for chain-like exchange,

but the sequence of rung A and rung B

contacts in Fig. 14 (lower view) could give

similar behaviour; contributions from

both could contribute to the results from

the simplified square planar 2-D model.

So, the co-crystal is probably best

described as exhibiting fairly weak, low

dimensional AFM exchange.k
Gaussian10 EPR-II level computations

using a crystallographic geometry of

PyrNN shows 0.04–1.6% spin densities on

radical methyl groups; the spin densities

on the pyrene unit atoms are even smaller,

and can be considered negligible. Since

the co-crystal lacks close contacts

between N–O units, the modest experi-

mental exchange constants are

reasonable. Computational modeling of

radical-site-only dyads for rail and rung

contacts of Scheme 4, using the same

procedure described earlier (replace pyr-

ene by hydrogen atoms), gives

DErail(S–T) ¼ �Jrail/k ¼ �0.09 K,

DErungA(S–T) ¼ �JrungA/k ¼ 0.75 K, and

DErungB(S–T)¼�JrungB/k¼ 0.85 K at the

UB3LYP/6-31G* level, respectively. At

the UB97D/6-31+G(d) level, the corre-

sponding gaps areDErail(S–T)¼�0.09 K,

DErungA(S–T) ¼ 0.95 K, and DErungB(S–

T) ¼ 2.20 K. Here, a positive number
CrystEngComm
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Fig. 14 Solid-state packing in co-crystalline (PyrNN)2$C6F6, showing the ac-plane. Top view

colour codes 2-D sheets of rungs (Scheme 4) associated by rung A and rung B contacts, with C6F6 in

green. The lower view box labels N–O/H–C(methyl) rung A C6–(H)/O10 and rung B C7–(H)/
O20 contacts; PyrNN is in polychrome, C6F6 in green. Both views look straight down the Scheme 4

N–O2/(H)–C40 rail contacts that parallel the b-axis. The b-axis goes into the page in both views.x

Scheme 5 Intermolecular exchange schemes tested for the (PyrNN) $C F co-crystal phase.

Fig. 15 Magnetic cT vs. T data for

(PyrNN)2$C6F6 in dc external field of 1000 Oe;

solid line shows fit to a 1-D Heisenberg AFM

model as described in the text.
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means a low spin computed ground state.

The energy gaps are so small that quite

minor changes in crystallographic geom-

etry at low temperature might change

even the sign of the estimated interaction.

But, the computations show that some

exchange can take place through close

contacts from the N–O groups to the

small spin densities on the nitro-

nylnitroxide methyl groups, not just

through close contacts between the large
Scheme 4 Interchain rung B (C7$O20) and rail contacts (C4/O20) formed in the (PyrNN)2$C6F6 co-cr

Hydrogen atoms are omitted for ease of viewing. The (C6$O10) rung A contacts are not shown here (se

CrystEngComm This journ
spin density N–O groups. Other experi-

mental work supports this.2e

Conclusions

Pyrene functionalized with nitro-

nylnitroxide and iminoylnitroxide gives

crystal lattices that are dominated by

pyrene CH–p interactions, and by NO/
ON and NO/HC contacts. The

two polymorphs of PyrNN that were

studied – including a newly discovered

one – both featured NO/ON contacts.
ystal (left); interchain PyrNN to C6F6 contacts.

e Fig. 14).

2 6 6

al is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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The previously known a-polymorph has

only half of its molecules related by NO/
ON contacts; we found it to be magneti-

cally only half spin-paired. The new

PyrNN polymorph is fully spin paired

because all of its molecules have close

NO/ON contacts. A new polymorph

was also discovered for PyrIN. The

previously reported PyrIN form exhibits

strongly spin paired magnetic behaviour

due to close NO/ON contacts, while the

new polymorph is essentially para-

magnetic. The close NO/ON contacts in

the a-PyrIN crystal structure were critical

to encouraging a new evaluation of the

PyrIN magnetism, which in turn led to

finding the allotropic b-PyrIN. These

findings exemplify the fact that poly-

morphism is a common complication of

soft materials chemistry, for which one

must be alert in study of organic molec-

ular magnetic systems. This is especially

true given the large effects that modest

differences in crystallography can have on

magnetic behaviour of organics.

For example, the first reported organic

ferromagnet, 2-(p-nitrophenyl)-4,4,5,5-

tetramethyl-4,5-dihydro-1H-imidazole-3-

oxide-1-oxyl has four reported allotropes,

of which one orders ferromagnetically19

and another antiferromagnetically.19,20

Adding hexafluorobenzene to PyrNN

‘‘shepherded’’ the PyrNN molecules into

ladder chains based on a p-stack ‘‘sand-

wich’’ of two PyrNN molecules with

a C6F6 molecule between their pyrene

moieties. The co-crystal lattice has alter-

nating hexafluorobenzene regions and

PyrNN regions; primary contacts

between the PyrNN molecules involve

N–O/H–C(methyl) interactions, with no

close NO/ON contacts. The exchange

interactions between PyrNN radicals in

the co-crystal are weaker than the spin

pairing interactions of the PyrNN allo-

tropes. However the exchange in the

co-crystal is extended at least to 1-D

nature, rather than being confined to

dimer-like behaviour as in the PyrNN

phases.

Both strong-but-localized, and weak-

but-extended magnetic behaviours can

thus be realized by manipulation of the

crystallization conditions for PyrNN. The

same strategy did not work for PyrIN,

possibly because it disorders so easily

during crystallization or co-crystalliza-

tion. Still, the use of shepherding

co-crystallization for molecules with no
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry
strongly directional intermolecular inter-

action functionality is a promising

strategy to give materials having alter-

nating regions of the shepherd molecule

and another molecule of main interest, as

in the magnetic spin carrier PyrNN. This

can even lead15 to stabilization of systems

that decompose as neat solids. Pursuing

both polymorphic crystal lattices and co-

crystallization strategies allows a wide

range of possibilities for making new

molecular solid materials with variable

electronic properties – such as magnetism

–using both new and previously studied

molecules.
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